
                            

Application

The NEUE HERBOLD - Dryer type  TM 1005 is  
used for cleaning and surface drying of material,  
primarily for film flakes, granulat from PET bottles 
and other rigid types of  plastics.  
The material fraction is fed into the upper hopper, 
which is located on the end of the dryer housing.  
The rotor transports the material through the dryer 
from the inlet side to the outlet port. The rotor and 
the screen configuration conbined with the rotary 
speed determine the cleaning efficiency and the  
residual moisture content of the material.

The rotor is dynamically balanced.
Roller bearings outside the housing 

guarantee an efficiant operation of the 
machine. On request  the rotor may be 
equipped with exchangeable wear plates. 
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When the material enters the dryer it is  
accelerated with high speed. Contaminated 
particles and water escape 
through the screen perforation. The  polygonal 
screen cage causes a turn over of the material, 
which leads to a better cleaning and drying 
result. Together with the fines the spun-off 
water exits the dryer through the lower 
discharge port.  



                            

Housing with maintenance access door

The housing of the mechanical dryer is manufactured in 
heavy-duty welded design and mounted on anti-vibration 
pads. Both sides of the   housing are equipped with 
hinged maintenance access doors. The front sides have 
two openings – the upper opening is for material feed and 
the lower opening at the opposite side is for 
material discharge. The lower part of the housing has an 
opening for water/fines discharge. The machine cover is 
bolted to a flange on top.  
The housing is manufactured in mild steel and is 
painted with a durable anti-corrosion coating. 
The entire outside housing is painted with a 
2-component paint.  

    

Mechanical self cleaning 

The mechanical self cleaning is done by rubber 
wipers,   
which are mounted to two arms, which rotate in a 
circular directon around the screen cage. 
The outside of the screen cage and the inner wall 
of the housing are continuously cleaned. The 
cleaning arms  
are driven by a gear motor. 
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Main drive: 55 kW
Cleaning: 0,75 kW
Rotor diameter: 990 mm
Rotor length: 1500 mm
Total weight: ca. 3 to 
Through put rate:  up to 1 to/h


